Abstract-Tele-wide camera system with different Field of View (FoV) lenses becomes very popular in recent mobile devices. Usually it is difficult to obtain full-FoV depth based on traditional stereo-matching methods. Pure Deep Neural Network (DNN) based depth estimation methods could obtain full-FoV depth, but have low robustness for scenarios which are not covered by training dataset. In this paper, to address the above problems we propose a hierarchical hourglass network for robust full-FoV depth estimation in tele-wide camera system, which combines the robustness of traditional stereo-matching methods with the accuracy of DNN. More specifically, the proposed network comprises three major modules: single image depth prediction module infers initial depth from input color image, depth propagation module propagates traditional stereo-matching tele-FoV depth to surrounding regions, and depth combination module fuses the initial depth with the propagated depth to generate final output. Each of these modules employs an hourglass model, which is a kind of encoder-decoder structure with skip connections. Experimental results compared with state-of-the-art depth estimation methods demonstrate that our method can not only produce robust and better subjective depth quality on wild test images, but also obtain better quantitative results on standard datasets.
I. INTRODUCTION
C URRENTLY tele-wide camera system with different Field of View (FoV) lenses is very popular in mobile devices, wherein each lens has different FoV, e.g. wide angle lens, tele zoom lens etc. How to obtain robust full-FoV depth for this kind of camera system becomes a challenging problem.
Usually it is difficult to obtain full-FoV depth by traditional stereo-matching methods [1] , [2] . This kind of method could be formulated as a three-step pipeline including matching cost calculation [3] , cost aggregation/optimization [4] , [5] , and disparity refinement [6] , [7] .
Recently Deep Neural Network (DNN) has been successfully applied to the single image depth prediction [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] and tele-wide stereo depth estimation [14] . Eigen et al. [8] combined a coarse global prediction network based on the entire image with a refinement network, and proposed a scale-invariant L2-norm loss function which is widely utilized in depth prediction. Laina et al. [10] developed an upprojection decoder and achieved higher accuracy. Godard et al. [11] proposed an unsupervised method to enforce disparity K. Guo is the corresponding authoer, e-mail: visionkai@gmail.com K. Guo, S. Song, T. Kim, S. Han and S. Chang are with Samsung Electronics, Hwaseong-si, 18848, South Korea (e-mail: visionkai@gmail.com; seongwook.song@samsung.com;tu123.kim@samsung.com; s2918.han@samsung.com; sk107.chang@samsung.com). + post processing [7] ; (d) DNN-based single image depth method in [11] ; (e) DNN-based single image depth method in [13] ; (f) Pure DNN-based tele-wide stereo matching method in [14] ; (g) Our result.
consistency between the left and right images, achieving similar depth quality compared with supervised methods. Li et al. [13] presented a large depth dataset called MegaDepth, which is generated from collected multi-view internet photos, the hourglass model trained on this dataset shows good results on wild test images. EI-Khamy et al. [14] proposed a stereo matching neural network for tele-wide camera system so as to estimate the full-FoV depth.
Pure DNN-based methods usually have low robustness for scenarios which are not covered by training dataset [15] , [16] (as shown in Fig. 1 (d, e and f) ). To address the above problems, we propose a hierarchical hourglass model, which incorporates the traditional tele-FoV stereo-matching depth as input, and estimate more robust full-FoV depth on various test scenarios (as shown in Fig. 1 (g) ). More specifically, the proposed network comprises three major modules: single image depth prediction module infers initial depth from input color image, depth propagation module propagates traditional stereo-matching depth from tele-FoV to surrounding regions, and depth combination module fuses the initial depth with the propagated depth. All of them employ the hourglass model [17] , which has an encoder-decoder structure with skip connections. Experiments demonstrate that our method could not only get robust and better subjective depth quality than state-of-the-art depth estimation methods on wild test images, but also obtain better objective results on standard datasets. [17] . The loss function of network is weighted sum of all these modules loss functions. 
II. HIERARCHICAL HOURGLASS NETWORK
This section describes the proposed hierarchical hourglass network architecture and a proposed L1-norm scale-invariant loss function. This correlation is calculated based on the center 240 × 240 region of resized 320 × 240 depth maps from NYU depth V2 dataset [19] .
A. Network architecture
To estimate full-FoV depth robustly, we propose a hierarchical hourglass network which uses both wide color image and traditional tele-FoV stereo depth as input. The proposed network comprises three major modules (as shown in Fig. 2 ): single image depth prediction which infers initial depth from wide color image, depth propagation which propagates stereo depth from tele-FoV region to surrounding regions (wherein the stereo-matching depth is obtained by the method in [3] + post processing [7] ), and depth combination which fuses the initial depth with the propagated depth to generate final output. The initial depth is also used to fill into the surrounding region of tele-FoV stereo depth, so as to make a complete full-FoV input for depth propagation module. All of these three modules employ the hourglass model [17] which has an encoder-decoder structure with skip connections.
In order to illustrate the effectiveness of each module, we compare the intermediate outputs and show them in Fig. 3 (c, d and e). The single image depth module could predict the global structure but lack of details (Fig. 3 (c) ), especially for uncommon objects which are not covered by training dataset. The depth propagation module would refine the stereo depth at tele-FoV region, at the same time propagate it to surrounding regions, but has slight discontinuity artifact at tele-FoV boundary ( Fig. 3 (d) ). The depth combination module will fuse the initial depth with propagated depth to generate better result, and smooth out the aforementioned discontinuity artifact (Fig. 3 (e) ).
B. Loss function
To train the whole network efficiently, we construct loss function for each module (as shown in Fig. 2) , and the final loss is weighted sum of these modules loss functions.
where L is the final loss, L 1 , L 2 and L 3 are the loss function of single image depth, depth propagation and depth combination modules, respectively. w 1 , w 2 and w 3 are the weights, they are set as 0.5, 0.5 and 1, respectively. For loss function L k , k = 1, 2, 3, we propose a L1-norm scale-invariant loss function, which regulates predicted log depth to have similar between-points relationships with ground truth. It could be written as:
where P i k and P j k are predicted log depth of module k at pixel position i and j, respectively. T i and T j are groundtruth log depth at pixel position i and j, respectively. N is the total number of pixels. D k is the deviation between prediction P k and ground truth T , e.g. D k = P k − T . Direct calculating the absolute difference of deviations D i k − D j k on all possible pixels pairs is quite time consuming. To accelerate calculation, we compute absolute difference of deviations only between each pixel and its neighboring pixels, because of low correlations between a pixel and other spatially distant pixels of depth map (as shown in Fig. 4) . Then the L1-norm scaleinvariant loss function could be rewritten as
where m is the neighboring pixels index of the pixel i, and M is the number of neighboring pixels. Absolutely the larger neighborhood would produce better results. Considering time complexity, we set neighborhood as a 17 × 17 window.
To justify the effectiveness of the proposed L1-norm scaleinvariant loss function, we compare it with the result of our network which employs widely-used L2-norm scale-invariant loss function [8] , as shown in Fig. 3 (e, f) . It could be observed that the L1-norm loss function could generate better global structure, especially for background.
III. EXPERIMENTS
In order to validate the effectiveness and robustness of our proposed network, firstly we evaluate our method on several [7] ; (d) DNN-based single image depth method in [11] ; (e) DNN-based single image depth method in [13] ; (f) Pure DNN-based tele-wide stereo matching method in [14] ; (g) Our result.
wild test images, which covers various different scenarios. The network is trained on MegaDepth dataset [13] , where the teleFoV depth for training is cropped from ground truth. Then we evaluate our network on two standard depth datasets: KITTI [18] and NYU Depth V2 [19] , where we train our network on their training set, respectively.
A. Wild test images
We capture several test images at various scenarios by telewide camera of Galaxy S9 plus device. MegaDepth [13] is employed as training dataset, which contains 200 landmarks around the world, and there are totally 100K images which have Euclidean depth data. All of the images with their depth are scaled to 240 × 320, and the center 120 × 160 region is set as tele FoV. The training epoch number is set as 20. During test stage, the tele-FoV stereo-matching depth is obtained by the traditional stereo matching method [3] + post processing [7] .
The proposed network is compared with state-of-the-art single image depth prediction methods [11] , [13] and a pure DNN-based tele-wide stereo matching method [14] . All of the test codes of these methods are obtained either from their official websites or from authors. The comparison results are shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . It could be observed that our method could achieve better and more robust subjective quality, especially for the foreground objects.
B. Standard dataset
KITTI dataset [18] contains outdoor scenes with resolution 375 × 1241 captured by cameras and depth sensors on a driving car. We use the 22600 training images from 28 scenes and 697 test images from another 29 scenes based on Eigen split [8] . A 256 × 1216 region is horizontally-random and vertically-bottom cropped from each image for training and testing, wherein the center 128 × 608 region of ground truth is used as tele-FoV depth for training. Our model is trained with 40 epochs. To clearly know the maximum benefit of our method regardless of stereo depth quality, we use the center 128 × 608 region of ground-truth depth as tele-FoV depth for test. Because all of the training and testing images are captured by the same device, we could combine the proposed L1-norm scale-invariant loss function in Equ. 3 with the common L1 norm loss function to get better results:
wherein D is the deviation between predicted depth and ground-truth depth.
The objective and subjective comparisons with state-of-theart single image depth prediction methods on KITTI test set are shown in Tab. I and Fig. 7 , respectively. Even though the training and test data are not the same across various methods, the scenes are similar because they are captured during driving and from the same sensor [22] . We could see that our model with the support of tele-FoV depth could boost RMSE, REL and δ values a lot, and also achieve better subjective quality.
The NYU Depth V2 dataset [19] consists of color images and their depth maps captured by Microsoft Kinect from 464 various indoor scenes. Based on official split, we use 249 scenes for training, and 654 images [8] , [10] of the rest 215 scenes for testing. All of the images with their depth maps are scaled to 224×304, and the center 112×152 region of depth is used as tele-FoV depth for training. We use ground-truth teleFov depth together with color image as input for test, not only because the NYU dataset has only single image without stereo pairs, but also because we want to know the maximum benefit of our model regardless of stereo depth quality. We trained our model with 40 epochs. Because all of the training and testing images of NYU dataset are captured by the same device, we could use the combined loss function from the proposed L1-norm scale-invariant loss and the common L1 norm loss (same as KITTI dataset). The objective and subjective comparisons with state-of-the-art single image depth prediction methods are shown in Tab. II and Fig. 8 , respectively. The comparisons demonstrate that our model could obtain better RMSE, REL, δ values as well as better subjective quality.
IV. CONCLUSION
We introduced a hierarchical hourglass network for robust full-FoV depth estimation in tele-wide camera system, which combines the robustness of traditional stereo-matching methods with the accuracy of DNN methods. Experiments demonstrate its robustness and better quality in both subjective and objective evaluations. We believe this new method opens up a door for research on combining robustness of traditional signal processing into deep learning for depth estimation. In the future, we will investigate new network structure and extend our framework into other computer vision problems.
